AT A GLANCE

ITALIAN QUALITY,
INNOVATION AND
SUSTAINABILITY
eTa Blades is the leader
in Italy in wind blades
design, development and
manufacturing.
With a track record of over
2,000 blades produced
starting 2012 for international
customers and markets, eTa
Blades, through its Design,
Manufacturing, Moulding
& Tooling, Blade Service
and Testing & Certification
departments, supports
customers to extract the
maximum value from their wind
farms, partnering with them
from new wind development
opportunities up to large scale
Re-blading programmes.

Diﬀerent competences, coming
from our top management /
entrepreneurial experiences in
wind, marine and aerospace,
and multi-skilled teams, lead
together with our partners,
are joined to craft new blade
profiles, adopting advanced
materials and innovative
technologies driving the eﬀorts
towards the next wind farm
generation needs: enhancing
the value of assets (vs lower
or no incentives) while
improving wind farm eﬃciency
(vs market saturation) at a
lower environmental impact
(vs. deteriorated social
acceptance).

VALUE PROPOSITION

THE NEED FOR
ADVANCED WIND
BLADES SOLUTIONS
The wind landscape is moving towards a diﬀerent phase and standard wind blades
might no longer fit all purposes:
High yield sites availability saturating
Incentives schemes becoming less remunerating or competitive
Governments pushing for grid parity and innovation to bring wind energy to
competition
Wind industry consolidating – massive waves of acquisitions have overpassed the
initial under-capitalization / fragmentation of the industry: new, more professional
players, are emerging and will dominate the industry
Assets in operations deteriorating while at the same time their overall value is
decreasing over time
eTa Blades, through the adoption of the most advanced design and manufacturing
techniques – new aero-elastic concepts on innovative aero-dynamic profiles, linked to
the adoption of new materials originally unavailable or not used for the manufacturing
of wind blades – aims at maximizing the technical performance of the wind assets.
The introduction of the concept of Re-blading represents not just the possibility to
purchase unavailable spare components, often out of production when it comes to old
turbine models, but the opportunity to increase the electrical output of the assets,
reduce the OPEX, adopt a true Life-extension enabler.

V ISION

MORE EFFICIENCY
FOR SMALL AND
LARGE WIND PLANTS
More energy from less windy sites maintaining high eﬃciency at
low wind speed condition – wind marginal sites more profitable
Significant improvement of the output of old turbine – improved
returns of the old wind sites
Loads reduced on blade, gearbox and tower under any wind
condition using advanced manufacturing techniques and design
methods embedding self adjusting bend-twist and passive
deforming - longer life-cycle of the turbines
“end-to-end” support from deigning a new blade suited the the
original equipment and site conditions to authorisation procedures
and investment decisions – customised solutions thought a longterm partnership
Contributing to the wind source competitiveness.

For eTa Blades more efficiency means a
significant wind turbine cost reduction
(per kWh) maximising power plants returns

WHAT WE DO

FROM DESIGN
TO OPERATION
Design
Our Design department, thanks to our technology partners and
our own competences, is able to support customers on their
requirements of an excellent ratio among blades quality over
time, turbines cost reduction and wind plants better returns.

Manufacturing
eTa Blades has established its production facility on the eastern cost
of Italy, within the most important Italian naval district. This allows
competitiveness in terms of cost, due to access to key suppliers, to
logistics, to highly skilled resources. With its covered 5,500 sqm and
3,000 external warehouse, eTa Blades can manage high rotation
volumes of blade manufacturing.

Moulding & Tooling
Thanks to our high-speed 5 interpolated axes Machine Centre
dedicated to high-speed machining of large parts, we are able to
deliver quality moulds for blades, up to 45 meters. Our own moulding
skills allow time and costs competitiveness, and positions eTa Blades
as “one-stop-shop” for customers.

Blade Service
In the overall concept of long term partnerships with clients, we
provide end-to-end services on our as well as third party blades.
eTa Blades oﬀers both Inspection and Monitoring as well as
Maintenance and Repair services.

Test & Certification
Each material, each step in designing, prototyping and
manufacturing we perform is supported by a well defined series of
pre-defined tests. We are also equipped to perform full scale tests,
useful to speed-up the certification process on new blades.

RE-BLADING PROJECT

BETTER PERFORMANCE
FOR EXISTING WIND PLANTS
The Re-Blading is the main enabler for Life-Extension and Performance Improvement. eTa Blades provides a certified specific solution for the
Re-blading of 600-800 kW turbine range: eTa4X. Its features allow the blade to be adapted to several turbines, from diﬀerent manufacturers.
Additional models and size are under development.

Estimated over-performance (6 m/s average Weibull sites)

Profiles maximising
output between
3-8 m/s + bending /
twisting control at
higher speed
Due to surface
degradation of
the existing blade
in operation

+17-22%

+7-8%
Capturing lower
winds / shift of
the power curve
to the left

+5-7%

+2-4%

Degradation
recovery

+3%

No blade-strike
risk due to
de-formation
imposed
constraints

aerodynamics
improvement

INCREASE
IN LENGTh

LOWER CUT-IN

EXPECTED
OVER-PERFOMANCE

ETA4X - THE INNOVATIVE BLADE

+20% NET AEP,
REDUCED LOADS,
NO ADDITIONAL NOISE
The eTa4X – developed for the
re-blading of 600-800 kW turbine
range and suitable for several
turbine models - adopts the most
advanced design and manufacturing
techniques: new aero-elastic
concepts on innovative aero-dynamic
profiles, new materials originally
unavailable or not used for the
manufacturing of wind blades.
These features allow the eTa4X to
deliver signific net AEP increase of
20%+ on average, if compared to
the original OEM blades, reducing
loads on the turbine thus becoming
a life-extension enabler, with no
additional noise emissions (field test
performed in 2016).

eTa Blades has successfully
performed in-house, under the
supervision of the DNV – GL, all the
tests required for the achievement
of the Conformity Statement for
the Design Assessment of the
eTa4X blade. eTa is able to perform
all certification tests internally,
including full scale tests, assisted by
LinseT, our certified test lab.

eTa4X:

MORE EFFICENT
BLADE FOR HIGHER RETURNS

SMALL WIND

SMALL WIND
AT COMPETITIVE COSTS
Our small size blades department focusses on rotors ranging between 60 and 200 kW.
Our competences in high quality materials, consolidated and reliable vacuum infusion processes allows
quick delivery at high quality standards.
eTa Blades operates both as manufacturer of own design blades, developed jointly with the Politecnico
di Milano, and as Built-to-print manufacturer. In both cases we have adopted a strict Design to Cost
methodology in order to provide clients with the most eﬃcient solution at minimal cost.

Own design

Built-to-print

Standardised vs. market fragmentation

Ability to “fit-in” the client’s projects

Eﬃcient cost base / High eﬃciency blade

Ability to provide custom solutions

Adaptable on wide range of WECs

Ability to accelerate first delivery

RIGOROUS R&D /
PROCESS CONTROL
Each step in designing, prototyping and manufacturing of the
wind blades is supported by a strict series of experimental tests.
The manufacturing process is kept under control by chemical,
ultrasound, physical and mechanical tests.
Each component (resin, carbon, foam and honeycomb) and finished
product are tested accordingly with a specific protocol.
Through LinseT (linset.it), our laboratory, we can perform more
than 200 specific tests on composite materials and manufacturing
components able to guarantee a “zero defects” process.

Green
The Life-Extension and Performance Improvement
Platform. A network of Independent Technology
and Service Providers aiming at maximising
Wind-Farmers’ IRR

Wind Blades in a Circular Economy. The Green
arm of eTa Blades dealing with reuse, re-shape and
re-cycle for a sustainable manufacturing process
and wind resource exploitation.

www.windgainhub.com
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